A kinematic comparison of single and multijoint pointing movements.
Rapid pointing movements (no accuracy or reaction time requirements) were performed under three conditions which limited motion to the shoulder, elbow or a combination of these two joints. Velocity profiles of the hand's trajectory differed during single and multijoint movements. For the same magnitude of displacement, the hand always had a higher peak velocity, shorter rise time (time to peak velocity) and shorter movement time during single joint movements. However, when the profiles were normalized with respect to amplitude and movement time, no significant differences were observed between these three movement conditions. The velocity profiles of the elbow and/or shoulder were also compared under single and multijoint movement conditions. Analysis of these profiles revealed that the relationships between peak velocity and displacement and between movement time and displacement remained the same at the shoulder joint during single and multijoint movements. In contrast, the elbow joint velocity profiles were significantly affected by movement conditions. These relationships (peak velocity/displacement and movement time/displacement) changed during multijoint movements and became the same as those observed at the shoulder joint. The shape of the hand velocity profile and its invariance across movement conditions can best be explained by dynamic optimization theory and supports the notion that movement of the hand is of primary importance during rapid pointing. However, the consistency of the shoulder velocity profile and the highly significant relationships between the movement of the elbow and shoulder joints indicates that a subordinate joint planning strategy is also used. The purpose of this strategy is to functionally decrease the available degrees of freedom and to simplify coordination between the moving joints. Thus, the organization of arm movements is hierarchically structured with important, but different contributions being made on both the hand planning and joint planning levels.